
Your Stylish Entryway Guardian

METAL GATE
STATION

ISO 9001:2015



This isn’t just any gate station - it’s a statement piece built 
to impress. Crafted from sleek aluminium that’s as robust 
as it is sophisticated, it endures the elements while adding 
a touch of modern elegance to your property. Forget plastic 
enclosures - this gate station makes a lasting first impression.

But beauty is more than skin deep. With the G-SPEAK 
ULTRA, convenience and security go hand-in-hand. Answer 
calls from anywhere using your cellular device, granting 
access or checking in with visitors remotely. No more being 
tied to a physical handset. For added peace of mind, the 
station boasts backlit buttons for clear visibility even at night, 
ensuring easy operation in any lighting condition.

And for ultimate customisation, the gate station effortlessly 
integrates with the universal gooseneck (sold separately), 
providing the perfect finishing touch to your unique entryway 
style.

Experience the next level of intercom convenience and 
security, all wrapped in a design that turns heads. 
Choose the Metal Gate Station today.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

METAL GATE STATION

INTERCOMS
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  •   Answer your intercom from anywhere, using your cellular device  
       - enhanced security and convenience

  •   No messy and expensive wiring

  •   1, 2 or 4 call buttons with the ability to add two numbers per            
       button and Time Barring configurable per button          
       (for example; automatically disable primary button at night)

  •   Backlit button(s)

  •   Rugged aluminium enclosure

  •   The mounting holes are compatible with our Universal      
       Gooseneck1

1. Requires a Gooseneck backing plate to maintain IP rating.



Call 0860-CENTURION (0860 236 887) to order or to find out more
Technical support line: +27 11 699 2481 (Monday - Friday: 08h00 - 17h00, Saturday 08h00 - 14h00)
E&OE. Centurion Systems (Pty) Ltd reserves the right to change any product without prior notice
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Technical Data METAL GATE STATION1

Operating voltage2 7.4V DC as supplied by the G-SPEAK ULTRA3

Current draw 11mA

Speech volume Adjustable via G-WEB

Wiring 6 wire connection (power, audio and mic)

Ring tone Electronic when button is depressed

Call confirmation Yes

Call buttons 1, 2 or 4 (illuminated with labels)

Operating temperature -20°C to +50°C

Humidity 0 - 90% non-condensing

Degree of protection IP544

Dimensions 97mm wide x 40mm deep x 178mm high
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1. Requires a G-SPEAK ULTRA device, as the Gate Station cannot be used on its own. 

2. If the 12V DC gate motor supply dips when the motor starts up and the intercom is being  
used at the same time, the speech quality might be affected. 

3. The Gate Station must only be powered via a G-SPEAK ULTRA Device. 

4. A Gooseneck backing plate is required when mounting onto a Gooseneck, to maintain   
IP rating. 


